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OVerview
★ for loops (vs. while loops, nested for loops)

★ arrays

★ iterating over arrays with for loops

🔥 hot date 🔥 & check-in on course.care

★ examples

★ environment diagrams

★ functions: testing, edge cases

Slides accessible at: 
http://bit.ly/110rs2

http://bit.ly/110rs2


If you have questions...
Feel free to interrupt any of us or call one 
of us over if we are doing a practice 
problem!

If you’re shy, submit a question at: 
Pollev.com/sanbae278 



for l       ps - what’s new here?
Just another kind of conditional iterative statement... aka a LOOP

- Repeats code as long as some conditional statement is true

3 main ingredients! 

1. declaration & initialization 
of counter variable

[              ]

2. conditional 
statement

[       ]

3. modify counter 
variable
(happens at end)

[   ]
5



for l       ps vs. while loops

- Counter variable scoped 
inside repeating block

- Good for when you do 
know how many times 
you want to loop

- Counter variable 
scoped outside repeating 
block

- Good for when you don’t 
know how many times 
you want to loop

- Can use boolean variable 
as condition

Are 
loops



for l       ps vs. while loops example

Both print:



for l       ps getting tricky
Iterating ‘backwards’

10

Crazy counters

3

Or something wack

3



for l       pception - nested for loops

What is printed?

i=0      i=1          i=2

j=0

j=1

j=0

j=1

j=0

j=1

*note that the inner for loop counter “resets” to zero each time!



ARRAYS

Indexes

Elements

let hotArray: <type>[]  = [];

How do we declare and initialize 
a new array?

0 1 2 3 4 5

ARRAYS
Arrays are *references to location in memory*-- 
can hold many values of a specific type



ARRAYSARRAYS

Indexes

Elements

0 1 2 3 4

How do we index with 
arrays?

hotArray[0] =>  “red car”;
hotArray[1] =>  “blue car”;
hotArray[2] =>  “monster truck”;
hotArray[hotArray.length-1] =>  “fire 
car”;

hotArray[hotArray.length] 
= “pink car”;

How do we append to 
arrays?



ARRAYSARRAYS

Indexes

Elements

0 1 2 3 4 5

How do we index with 
arrays?

hotArray[0] =>  “red car”;
hotArray[1] =>  “blue car”;
hotArray[2] =>  “monster truck”;
hotArray[hotArray.length-1] =>  “fire 
car”;

hotArray[hotArray.length] 
= “pink car”;

How do we append to 
arrays?



ARRAYSARRAYS

Indexes

Elements

0 1 2 3

  “Red”         “Blue”           “Pink”          “Fire”

hotArray = 

“R” “e” “d”

hotArray[0] 

0 1 2

What is hotArray.length?

What is hotArray[0].length?



ARRAYSARRAYS
Strings can be iterated over just like arrays!!

let hotwheel: string = “monster”;

print(hotwheel.length);

for (let i = 0; i < hotwheel.length; i++) {

       if (hotwheel[i] === "e") {

           print("I found an “e”");

       }

   }

hotwheel[0] = “m”;



ARRAYSARRAYS



for l       ps WITH arrays!

“visit each element of an array” … “increment every other number in an 
array”  … “find the third instance of true in an array of booleans” …. CLUES

*** think about using the counter as your index for the array ***

Remember that any time you hit a return statement, you’re done INSTANTLY



for l       ps WITH arrays!

Visit and print each 
element of an array



for l       ps WITH arrays!

Visit and print each 
element of an array



for l       ps WITH arrays!

Visit and print each 
element of an array

Visit and print each 
element of an array
...backwards!



Visit and print each 
element of an array

Visit and print each 
element of an array
...backwards!

for l       ps WITH arrays!



Write a function called ‘includes’ that, given a number array and a number 
to search for, returns whether that number exists in that array.

i.e. includes([1, 5, 17, 2], 17)  returns TRUE

0 1

1 5

2 17

3 2

Try it with your 
neighbor!

for l       ps WITH arrays!



Write a function called ‘includes’ that, given a number array and a number 
to search for, returns whether that number exists in that array.

for l       ps WITH arrays!



 

Go to Course.Care and check in using: 
1CD74

...then talk to your neighbor
 about your favorite toy as a kid (and if it 

wasn’t hot wheels, explain yourself)



Arrays with Environment Diagrams



Add main



A and B are declared



Add swap(a, b) to stack



Execute swap



Fill in RVs!

Would would print out if 
you print(a) in main at the 
end?



Iffy Environment Diagram
Don’t worry about scope in

Env Diagrams for this quiz. 



Code Writing Practice
DIY: Write a void function called reverseReverse that, given 
a string, would print a string with characters in reverse 
order in one line.

For example: reverseReverse(“ABCD”) would print “DCBA”.



We start at s.length - 1 because the length of an array is 1 
+ the greatest index.

We increment down with each loop.

+= works for concatenation! Same is output = output + s[i]



Q&A


